
 

SPELLING BEE WORDS – SUB JUNIOR 
 

aardvark abandon abbreviation able 

about abuse acre acres 

across action addition address 

adjective adjust admiration admire 

admitted adorable adult advanced 

adverb afford afternoon again 

against ago agree agreed 

ahead airplane airport ajar 

alabama alike alive alley 

alligator almond almost alone 

along aloud alphabet already 

also alter alteration always 

amazed amazement ambulance amphibian 

amusement anaconda anatomy anchor 

anger angle angry animal 

annoy another answer anteater 

antelope antonym anyone anything 

apartment apostrophe april apron 

aquarium area aren't argue 

arithmetic armchair armies army 

around arrest arrow artist 

asleep asteroid astronaut attached 

attic august aunt author 

autumn awake away awful 

awhile baboon bacteria baggage 

ballerina bamboo banana bandage 



barbecued bare barefoot barrier 

basket basketball batch bathing 

bathrobe bathtub batter batteries 

beach beagle beat beautiful 

beaver become bedroom bedside 

bedtime beetle began beginning 

behind beige being belong 

belt bench berries berry 

beside betting between beware 

bicycle biggest bike biome 

birthday biting biweekly blanket 

blast bleachers bloodhound blouse 

blueberries bluff blunder board 

bobsledding bodies boil bolt 

bones books borrowed bought 

bounce boundary bouquet boxes 

bracelet braille branch bread 

breakfast breathe bridge brief 

brighten brightly brightness bringing 

brittle broccoli brontosaurus brother 

brought bruise brushed bubble 

bucket buffalo build building 

built bulldozer bumblebee bunches 

burglar buried burnt burrow 

bury buses bushes bushy 

busy butterfly button buy 

buzz cabbage cackle calendar 

calf california calmly camera 

campground camping canary cancel 

candle canning cannot canoe 

can't canyon capital captain 

care careful caribou carnation 

carnivore carpet carrying carton 

castle catch catcher caterpillar 

caught cauliflower cause cavities 

cavity celebrate celebration cereal 

certain chain chair chalk 

chance change changeable character 

charcoal chased check cheer 

cheerleader cheese cherry child 

children chili chimney chocolate 

choose chorus christmas chum 

church circle circus cite 

cities citizen city classroom 

claws clean cleanse clear 

clearing climbed climbing closer 

closet closing cloth clothes 

cloud clown clumsy coach 



coast coax cobweb coffee 

coil collar collect collection 

college collide collision colonies 

color comb commander common 

community companies compare complain 

complete computer conceal conceited 

concert conclude conclusion confine 

consider container contest continents 

conversation cookie copies copying 

correct correction costume cottage 

cotton couch cough coughing 

could couldn't counsel count 

countdown counter countries county 

courage cousin coward cowered 

cows crack craft crawl 

crayon crazy create cried 

crooked crossing crouch crowd 

crowded crown crying cube 

cucumber cupboard cutting daffodil 

daily daisies daisy dalmatian 

dance dancer dandelion daredevil 

daring daughter dawdle daytime 

death deceive decide decided 

deciding defeat delete democratic 

denominator dentist desert dessert 

device devote devour diameter 

diamond dictionary didn't difference 

different dinner dinosaur direction 

director disappearing disappointed discard 

discouraged discovered discuss discussion 

disease dishwasher dismay dividing 

doctor dodge dodging does 

doesn't doing dollar dominoes 

donate donation don't doodle 

doorknob doughnut down dozen 

dragging dragon dragonfly drapery 

drawer dreadful dream dresses 

drift drill driver droop 

dropped dropping drowsy dryer 

duckling duet dumb dwell 

each eagle early earn 

earnest earth earthworm easel 

easier easiest easy eating 

echoes eclipse effort eggnog 

eight eighteen either elbow 

electricity elephant elevator else 

elsewhere embarrassed emerald emergency 

emperor employ empty encyclopedia 



enemies energy engine enigma 

enjoy enjoyable enjoyment enormous 

enough entirely entrance envelope 

environment equaled equator erase 

error escape especially essay 

evaporation evening every everybody 

everyone everything everywhere evil 

examination examine exceed except 

exception excitement exciting excluding 

exercise exhausted exit expand 

expect expecting experiment explode 

exploration explore extinct eyelashes 

fable fabric factories factory 

fahrenheit fainted faithful familiar 

families famous fantastic farmer 

farming farmland fascinate father 

faucet fault favored favorite 

february feeding felt female 

fern fiber fiddle fierce 

fiery fifth file final 

finalist finally financial fingerprint 

finish finished fired fireman 

fireworks fishhook fitting fixed 

fixes flame flashlight flavor 

flawless flirt flower flute 

followed footprints forceful forecast 

forehead foreign forest forever 

forgave forgetting forgot formula 

fossil fought found fraction 

fragrance freezer freight fresh 

fried friend friendly friends 

frightened front frontier frost 

frown fry frying fudge 

fulfill furniture galaxy gallon 

garage garbage garden gargoyle 

gate gather gear general 

gentle gentleness geography geology 

getting geyser ghost giant 

gibbon gift giggling ginger 

gingerbread giraffe glacier glasses 

glistening gloomy gnat gnaw 

goes goggles goldfish goose 

gorilla government governor gown 

grabbed graceful grain grammar 

grand grandfather grandmother granite 

grapefruit graph grateful great 

grief grin ground growing 

growl guarantee guess guest 



guild guilt gym habit 

habitat hail haircut half 

halfway halloween hamburger hammer 

hamster hanging happen happening 

happily happiness hardest harmonica 

hatch haughty haunted healthy 

heavier helicopter hello helper 

helpful helping hemisphere herbivore 

herself  hibernate high 

highest himself hitting hobbies 

hobby hockey hoist holiday 

home homemade homework honored 

hoping hopped hopping hospital 

hour house how however 

hundred hungry hunter hunting 

hurdle hurricane hurry hustle 

iceberg icicle idea illusion 

imaginary imagine impact impatient 

impolite impossible inched inches 

incomplete independent indians indigestion 

indirect infant informal injured 

inning insect inside instead 

instruct instruction intelligent interesting 

intersection introduce introduction inventor 

invitation invite iron island 

itself jacket jaguar jam 

janitor january jaw jealous 

jeans jellyfish jewel jewelry 

jigsaw jogging join joke 

journey joy judge juggle 

juggler juice july jungle 

junior junk jupiter kaleidoscope 

kangaroo karate kazoo kept 

kettle keyboard keys kickball 

kid kidnap kidney kilogram 

kin kindergarten kindness kitchen 

knee kneel knees knew 

knickers knife knight knock 

knot know knowledge known 

label labored ladder ladies 

ladle ladybug lamb lamppost 

lantern large larger largest 

larva laser lasso latitude 

laugh laughable laughed laughingly 

laughter laundry lawn laying 

learn least leave leaving 

left leisure lemon lemonade 

leopard leprechaun lesson let's 



letter lettuce level lever 

liberties librarian libraries library 

lice license light lightning 

lights lilac limb limited 

limousine liquid list listen 

litter little lively lizard 

location locker lollipop lonesome 

looked loose losing loud 

lucky lunch lying machine 

magazine magic magnet magnify 

mailboxes maine makeup mammal 

manager marbles march marches 

marker market maroon married 

match mathematics maybe maze 

meadow meanest meant measure 

mechanic medal meddle melt 

mental meteor meteorite middle 

might mileage miles milking 

million misfortune misplace mistake 

mixes modeling moist monday 

monitor monster mopped morning 

most motel mother motorcycle 

mound mountain mourn mouse 

mouth movement movie movies 

munch muscle music mussel 

mustard mute myself mysteries 

mystery naming napkin narrow 

naughty necklace nectarine neighbor 

neighborhood neither never newspaper 

next nibble nickel night 

nighttime nobody nocturnal noise 

noisy noodle nothing notice 

noticed noun november number 

numerator nurse nursery never 

oak oatmeal object observation 

observe obtuse ocean o'clock 

october octopus ogre ohio 

oil olympics omnivore once 

onion opened opossum oppose 

opposite opposition orange orangutan 

orbit order ostriches others 

otter ought our outdoors 

outside oversleep owning oxygen 

oyster page paid paint 

painter palace paleontologist pancake 

panel paper paragraph parcel 

pardoned parent park parka 

parking parrot particular parties 



partner party paste patch 

patience patients peaceful pencil 

pennies penny people perceive 

perch perfect perimeter permitting 

person physical piano picnic 

picture piglet pile pillow 

pilot pinch pirate pitch 

pitcher place placement planet 

planned planning plant plaque 

plastic played player playful 

playground pledge plow plunge 

plural pluto pocket point 

poison police polish pollen 

pony popcorn population porcupine 

possess possession poster potatoes 

pound power prairie prank 

pray preferred presents pressed 

pretend prettier prettiest pretty 

priceless princess principal principle 

prize program promptly property 

protection proud puddle pumpkin 

punctuation punish punished pupil 

purple pushed pushes quack 

quadruplets quart quarter quarterback 

queen question quick quickest 

quickly quicksand quiet quilt 

quiz rabbit race radar 

radio raft railroad rainbow 

rainstorm raisin ranches ranger 

rattle raw razor read 

reader ready really reason 

reasoning receipt recess recesses 

recipe recover rectangular recycle 

reef refill reflect reflection 

refreshment refrigerator regular rehearsal 

rehearse reign reject rejoice 

relieve rely remake remember 

remembering rent repaint repair 

repairing repay replace replay 

reproach reptile reread rescued 

reserved resourceful restart restaurant 

retell reuse review reward 

rewrite rhyme rhythm ribbon 

rice right rinse ripping 

rite rival roam roast 

rockers rocks rodeos rough 

round rowboat royal rubber 

rubbing ruffle rumor run 



running rural rushes rust 

s1ren sadly sadness safety 

said sailboat sailing sailor 

salad salmon salt sandal 

sandbox sandcastles sandwich satellite 

saturday sauce saucer sausage 

saved saxophone scald scanner 

scarcely scare scarecrow scared 

scarf scarred scene scholar 

school schooner scientist scoreboard 

scorn scoundrel scrapped scratch 

scream screen scribbling search 

season second secret secretaries 

seeing seize senior separate 

separation september serving seven 

several sewer shadow shaggy 

shake shaken shaking shallow 

shampoo sheet she's shield 

shining shiny shipped shipwreck 

should shout shrimp shuddered 

sickness sidewalk siege sight 

sign similar simpler simplest 

simplify since sincerely singer 

singing sir sister site 

size skater skating skeleton 

ski skidding skier skiing 

skin skipping skunk skyscraper 

slammed sleepier sleeping sleet 

slice slight sling slipped 

slipper sloppy slowly smart 

smash smell smelled smile 

smiled smiling smirk smoke 

smooth snack snap snapping 

snarl sneakers snoopy snowball 

snowed snowmobile soapsuds soccer 

soft solar soldier soldiers 

somebody somehow someone something 

sometimes somewhere sought sound 

sour source southern space 

spaceship spark sparkling speak 

speaker special spelling spend 

spent spies splash splint 

spoil spoon sport spotted 

spray spread spring sprout 

spy square squeak squeaky 

squeeze squeezing squirrel squirt 

stage stairs starch staring 

started starting starving stationary 



stationery statue stay steer 

stepped stereo stick stickiness 

stick sticky sting stitches 

stopped stories storm stowaway 

straight strain strange straw 

stream street strength stretcher 

strict strike string strive 

strong stronger strongest struggle 

struggling stubborn stuck student 

studies study studying sturdy 

style substitute substitution subtract 

subtraction subway succeed sudden 

suddenly sugar suit suitcase 

summary summer summery summit 

sunday sunny superior suppliers 

supply supposed supreme surely 

surface surprise surrender survive 

sweep swimming table tackle 

tadpole taken taking talk 

talking tapping tasting taught 

taxes taxi taxis teach 

teacher tearful tease teasing 

terrain thanked thankful that's 

thaw their then there 

they thick thinking third 

thirst thirsty thirty those 

though thought thoughtful three 

throat throne through throw 

thrown thumb thunder thursday 

thyme ticket ticklish tie 

tight tipped toast today 

toe together told tomatoes 

too tooth toothbrush toothpaste 

torpedo touch touchdown tough 

tourist tournament tow toward 

towel town towns toys 

trace track traffic trail 

trailer trainer transferred travel 

treat trees triangle trick 

tried trim tripping trophy 

trouble trout TRUE truly 

trunk truth tuba tuesday 

tulip turkey turned turtle 

tutoring twig twins twirl 

two tying typewriter unbeaten 

uncle unclear uncomfortable underdog 

undone unfair unfamiliar unfold 

unhappy unhurt unimportant united 



unkind unknown unlike unlikely 

unlucky unpack unruly unsafe 

untie until unusual unwrap 

upon urban usable use 

useful vacation valuable vanish 

vault vegetable vegetables vehicle 

veil very video viking 

village violet visible visiting 

visitor voice volleyball vote 

wagon waist waiter walk 

walls walnut walrus walruses 

want wanted warrior wasps 

waste watched watches watching 

watermelon waterproof way weak 

weakly weakness weather week 

weekend weekly weigh weird 

welcome were weren't western 

whale whatever wheel wheels 

when whenever whether while 

whirlpool white who whole 

why wild window wings 

winning wire wireless wisdom 

witches with without woke 

woman wonderful wood words 

world worm worry worse 

worst worth would wouldn't 

wreath wreck wrecked wren 

wrench wrestle wright wrist 

writing wrong wrote x-ray 

yawn year yearn yellow 

yellowish yesterday yield you 

you'll young younger youngest 

your you're yourself zebra 

zero zipped zipper   

 


